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DOMESTIC COOKEEY.

INTRODUCTION.

Cookery is an art upon which much of our daily comfort
and health depends, and it is of the highest importance that
it be well performed. One of the chief points to he attended
to is cleanliness. The hands of the cook should be always
clean. She should also be careful in having her hair neatly
trimmed up, so that no loose hairs may drop into the dishes.

The next point of regulation is to keep all her pots, pans, and
other utensils, perfectly clean in their inner parts, and also

in the insides of the lids
;
carefully washing with hot water,

and scouring when necessary. If not kept thoroughly clean,

they will taint the food prepared in them, and detract from
the agreeable taste of it. Another essential point in cookery
is attention. Many think they have done all that is necessary,

when they have fairly set a-going any particular process ia

cooking. They imagine that they may safely leave a joint

to roast by itself, or a pot with soup or broth to boil by itself,

—a kind of inattention which is certain to spoil the best meat
ever put to a fire. Some processes require much less atten-

tion than others, but none can be properly performed if left

long to itself A good cook is frequent in her visits to the
fire, to see that all is going on right. Perfection in the art

of cookery is only to be attained by experience, and a careful

study of the qualities of meats, and the application of sauces
and seasonings.

Choice of Meat, &c.

A thrifty housewife will, if possible, proceed to market
herself, in order to lay in butcher-meat and other provisions

for her family. She will thus possess two advantages—that
of selecting the best pieces, and of getting them at the lowest

price. We would recommend her to vary the kinds of meat
^vhich she buys, not only as they may be suitable to the sea-

sons, but as calculated to promote the health of the family,
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as sameness of diet will produce the most injurious effect

whatever be the quality of the food taken. Let her contri^

to present at table a succession of different descriptions (

animal and vegetable food
;

as, for example, sometimes mej
roasted, and sometimes boiled or stewed; sometimes fresl

and sometimes salted ; sometimes butcher-meat, and som(
times fish ; and so on, according to taste and other circun

stances. It does not necessarily follow, that, in thus varyin

diet, greater expense is incurred than if the same kind (

articles were continually purchased.

The best meat is that which is moderately fat. If it b

lean, it is an indication that the animal has been ill-fed, an
that the meat will prove tough and tasteless. The fat c

good beef is slightly yellowish ; the fat of good mutton is pur
white. The flesh of both beef and mutton should be of

clear red colour.

In choosing lamb, select what has a delicate appearanc
and is perfectly fresh. Yeal is best when the flesh is whit
and delicate, and firm in the fibre. Pork should be whit
and delicate like veal, and thin in the skin. Lamb, veal, an
pork should be bought fresh, and just before being used.

Fowls, ducks, and other birds, should all be firm and flesh

to the touch. If the thin bone which projects over the bell

feel hard on being handled, the animal is old ; if it feel softisl

like gristle, the animal is young. The age of game is o

little consequence, as it is hung for a considerable length o

time before dressing.

All kinds of fish should be purchased as fresh as possible

Their freshness is indicated by stiffness in the body, a cleai

glittering appearance in the scales, and likewise by the smell

It is very difficult to ascertain when eggs are fresh. The bes

way is to hold the egg between the eye and the light of

candle; if the appearance is luminous, the egg is fresh;

cloudy, it is probable that it is not fit for use.

Butter may be easily selected by the taste and the smell

but in buying both eggs and butter, it is best to deal with
person on whom you can rely.

Good ham and bacon have a fresh savoury smell ; the fat

is white, and free from any yellowness.

Elour for culinary purposes should be new and fresh. Th
best kind of salt for the kitchen is that which is purchased ;'

lumps and cut down.

Keepiko Meat, &c.

A larder is a place where fresh meat is kept till it is in

fit state for being cooked, and where cold meat or any other
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Idnd of food may be set aside. It shoald be cool, dry, and

exposed to the outer air. It should also be impervious to

vermin or insects, particularly flies. Two or three shelves,

and a few strong iron hooks for hanging the meat, are the

only furniture. In moist weather, the meat should be wiped
daily with a cloth.

Fresh meat is frequently cooked too soon after being killed,

consequently, instead of being tender and,^palatable, it is tough

and disagreeable, and not so easily digested as it ought to be.

Beef and mutton may be kept some days to become tender,

but veal, lamb, and pork must not be kept more than a day
or two. Game may be kept for two or three weeks, that

which is feathered being kept with the feathers on, and hares

being embowelled or paunched. A fowl will keep a vv^eek,

and a turkey a fortnight. A goose will not keep above ten

days. Great care should be taken in picking feathered

animals which have been kept, for their skin will in such a

case be easily torn.

When newly cooked meat is brought from table, and has

to be set aside for after use, put it on a clean dry dish. The
drier and more cool that cold meat is kept, the better. Cold
meat is always best when it has not been cut while warm,
as the juices remain to enrich the meat.
Vegetables of all kinds should be used as soon after gather-

ing as possible. They begin to ferment and to lose their

flavour very shortly after being taken from the ground.

When they have to be kept for a day or tv/o, place them in

a dry and cool situation, but not exposed to currents of wind.

Keep also each kind of vegetable separate from another.

They should never be washed or placed in water till imme-
diately before being used.

Kitchen Utensils.

The most important part of the cooking apparatus is the
range or grate. Too little care is oftyen bestowed in making
a choice of this article. It is a common error to buy ranges
which are too large, and consume a great deal more fuel than
is necessary. One of the chief points in housekeeping is to
cook victuals with the smallest possible quantity of coal.

To effect this, let the range be of a small size, consisting of a
fireplace in the centre, large enough for one vessel, with an
oven upon the one side and a boiler on the other ; the boiler
also going round the back of the fireplace ; the top of the
whole to be flat. A range of this description, costing about
£4, will at once roast meat in front, boil water, bake a dish
in the oven, and keep boiling or simmering three vessels on
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the fire, and top of the boiler and oven. The advantage ot

such a range is the constant supply of hot water which it

affords. Every one knows that a house should never be without^

hot ivater, as it may be w^anted at a single moment's notice

for various purposes.

The choice of boiling and stewing vessels will depend on
the taste and judgment of the purchaser. The best kind are

those made of iron, tinned inside. One or two of a small
size, made of block tin, will be found convenient, also a few
shallow ones to be used for stews, and a large fish kettle, with
a flat drainer to place below the fish in boiling, and for lifting

to the dish when done. All the vessels should have tightly-

fitting tin covers, or iron covers lined with tin.

Roasting is always best performed with a twirling-hook and
bottle-jack, which should be attached to the top of a tin

screen of the usual semicircular form. This screen reflects

the heat upon the meat, and aids the roasting. A tin box
with an open side, called a Dispatch, and resembling a
bachelor's oven, is a useful utensil in a kitchen for baking
puddings or potatoes. Two other utensils for cooking are a
gridiron and frying-pan.

ROASTING.

Meat is roasted by being placed before a fire, and kept
constantly in motion, to prevent scorching on any particular

part. Roasting is the least thrifty mode of dressing meat;
but much of the loss may be avoided by saving the dripping

for other processes of cookery. The dripping of roast beef is

a valuable article in the economy of the kitchen. It should
be taken from the pan beneath the meat before it becomes
overheated—leaving suflicient for basting—and poured into

boiling water, when all particles of cinder, &c., will fall to the

bottom, and leave the pure fat on the surface. Heated then
in ajar placed in a saucepan of boiling water, the whole will

become a solid mass, and may be put aside for use. A little

salt must be added to preserve it. The dripping from mutton,
being tallowy, is little used in cookery, and the dripping from
most other kinds of meat and poultry is equally valueless.

The dripping from lamb is used in frying fish, or making pie-

crust.

To Roast Beef.

The best piece of beef for roasting is the sirloin. The
suet, if not required, may be cut off; a small piece is all that

is requisite for the purpose of basting. Do not wash the







meat, unless when it is musty, as already directed. Wipe it quite

diy, and hang it on the hook of the jack, so as to be operated

upon uniformly by the fire. At first, place it at such a dis

tance from the fire that it may be warmed thoroughly before

being scorched on the outside. The fire must be quite clear

and brisk. Allow a quarter of an hour for every pound of

the meat, and baste it very frequently with its own dripping.

In dishing, pour a little boiling water and salt over it for a
gravy. A well-roasted joint ought to have a rich brown tinge

all over, which is obtained only by careful basting, attention

to the fire, and removing at the proper time. Garnish with
scraped horse-radish.

To Roast Muttok.

The best parts of mutton for roasting are the leg,—called

in Scotland the jigot—the shoulder, and the loin. The piece

may be kept longer than would be desirable for mutton for

boiling. It should also have a clear and brisk fire. A leg

will take two hours to roast ; but this, as well as the time for

roasting the other parts, must be regulated by the fire and
the weight of the meat. The joint of mutton should be
basted the same as beef, with its own dripping. A gravy for

roast mutton, as in the case of beef, may be made by pouring
a little hot water and salt over it. Most persons prefer mutton
"well done." In roasting the loin, take away the fat sur-

rounding the kidney, otherwise the dish on being brought to

table, will, when cut up, be floated with oil. The back-ribs

and loin of mutton ought to be well jointed or cut before

being put to the fire.

To Roast Veal.

The best parts of veal for roasting are the fillet, the breast,

the loin, and the shoulder. The fillet and the breast should
be stuffed with crumbs of bread, chopped suet and parsley, a
little lemon peel, and pepper and salt, wet with an egg and a
little milk. The piece should have a slow fire at first, and
will require longer time to dress than beef or mutton. Let
it be well basted with butter when there is not sufficient

dripping from the joint. The gravy for roast veal is either

the usual hot water and salt, or thin melted butter, poured
OYer the meat.

To Roast Lamb.

Lamb requires to be well roasted. It is usually dressed in
quarters; all parts should be well jointed or cut by the
butcher or cook; and the ribs of the fore quarter broken
across the centre, in order to accommodate the carver. lu
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roasting, baste, as already described, with its own drippii

The gravy for lamb may be the same as for beef or miitt<

but it is customary to serve it up with mint sauce in a sm
tureen.

To Roast Pork.

Pork requires a longer time in roasting than any of 1

pi'eceding meats. When stuffing is to be used, it must
composed of chopped sage and onion, pepper and salt. I
fore putting to the fire, rub the skin with salad oil, to preve

its blistering, and baste very frequently with a piece of butl

in a muslin bag, where there is not enough of dripping. T
gravy for pork may be the same as for other joints, hot wa,1

and salt poured over it on the dish. It is served up wi
apple-sauce in a small tureen.

To Roast Pigeons.

Pick and draw them v/eli, and truss, keeping on the fe(

Make a stuffing of the liver chopped, crumbs of bread, mine
parsley, pepper, salt, and a little butter

;
put this insi(

Make a slit in one of the legs, and slip the other leg throu^

it. Skewer and roast them for half-an-hour, basting the

well with butter. Serve with brown gravy in a small turee

To Roast Eow^ls.

Pick, draw, and singe them. A fowl should be so clean

or well drawn as to require no washing. Take care not
break the gall-brig in drawing ; if the gall be spilled, it w
give a bitter taste to every part it touches... Press down tl

breast-bone. Break the legs by the middle of the first join

drawing out the sinews, and cutting off the parts at the brea

To give roast fowds a neat appearance at table, it is customai

to truss them, that is, to fix their legs and wings in a partici

lar position. This is done by fixing down the knees of tl:

animal close to the tail by a skewer or piece of string, leavin

the stumps of the legs projecting. The pinion ends of tli

wings are then turned round on the back, the liver bein

placed as an ornament in one wing, and the gizzard in th

other. Cut the head offclose to the body, leaving a sufficienc

of the skin to be tied or skewered on the back. Baste we
with butter for some time after putting to the fire. Suspen
neck downwards. The time of roasting will vary from hall

an-hour to an hour, according to the size of the chicken o

fowl. When fowls are large, they are frequently stuffed lik

turkey. Serve with melted butter or gravy sauce.
,
Befor

sending to table, remove all skewers and strings which ma
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have been used in trussing. Fowls and all other feathered

animals are served with the breast upwards.

To Roast Turkey.

Pick, draw, and singe the turkey well. Press down the
breast-bone, and follow all the directions given for trussing

fowls. The breast should be stuffed with crumbs of bread,

minced beef-suet or marrov/, minced parsley, a little nutmeg,
pepper and salt ; wet it with milk and egg ; a little sausage-

meat may also be added. On finishing, sew up the orifice or

neck. 33efore putting to the fire, cover the breast with a
sheet of writing-paper well buttered, to preserve it from
scorching, and which may be removed a short time before

taking from the fire, to allow the breast to be browned. Baste
well with butter. A turkey will take.from an hour-and-a-half

to two hours. Serve with gravy sauce and bread sauce.

To Roast Partridges.

Pick, draw, singe, and clean, the same as fowls. Leave
the head on. Make a slit in the neck, and draw out the

craw. Twist the neck round the wing, and bring the head
round to the side of the breast. The legs and wings may be
trussed in much the same manner as fowls. The feet are left

on, and crossed over one into the other. Baste well with
butter before a clear fire. When about half done, dust a
little flour over them to be browned. A partridge will take
from twenty minutes to half-an-hour, and a pheasant three

quarters of an hour. Serve on toasted bread, with gravy and
bread sauce.

Grouse and blackcock should be dressed and served in the
same manner ; the head being trussed under the wing. Snipes
and woodcocks are not drawn.

To Roast Goose.

Pick, draw, and singe the goose well. Cut off its head and
neck. Take off the legs and wings at the first joint. The
portions of the legs and wings that are left are skewered to

the sides. Stuff with chopped sage and onion, and crumbs
of bread, with pepper and salt. The skin of the neck must
be tied securely, to prevent the gravy from running out.

Paper the breast for a short time. A goose does not require
so much basting as fowl or turkey, for it is naturally greasy.

It will require from two hours to two hours and a-half in

roasting. It ought to be thoroughly done. Serve with gravy
sauce and apple sauce. The liver, gizzard, head, neck, feet,

and pinions of a goose, form what is termed the giblets, and
compose a good soup, stew or pie,
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To Roast Ducks.

Pick, draw, and singe them well. Take off the heac

Dip the feet in boiling water to take off the outer yellow skit

Truss them neatly, turning the feet flat upon the back. Stu

as in the case of the goose, and serve with the same saucej

A duck requires about an hour in roasting.

To KoAST Pheasants.

Pick, singe, and draw them, the same as fowls. Truss theil

by twisting the head round one of the wings, and turuin

both wings on the back. The legs are fixed on each sid<

much in the same manner as in a roast fowl, the feet beinj

left on. Serve with beef gravy and bread-sauce. i

To Roast Haee.

A hare will keep with the skin on it, and paunched, f(

about three weeks in cold weather. It is then fit for roastini

First cut off the feet, and commence drawing off the skin ^;

the hind legs, proceeding along the body to the head, ij

careful not to tear the ears in skining them. Soak and waJ
well in several waters, and then wipe quite dry. Stuff wil

crumbs of bread, chopped parsley, and bit of beef or veal su

chopped finely, a little grated lemon-peel and nutmeg, a pie(

of liver boiled and finely chopped or grated, and pepper at

salt ; the whole moistened with an eggf a little milk, andj

spoonful of ketchup. The skin of the belly afterwards to ij

sewed. Commence trussing, by placing the hind and fore lej

flat against the sides. To make the hind legs lie flat, tjl

under sinews must be cut. Fix the head between the t\

shoulders, on the back, by running a skewer through into t

body. In roasting, suspend head downwards. It may
basted first with milk, afterwards with butter, flouring

lightly. It will require from an hour and a-half to two hou
The hare is dished back upwards, and served with a dish

rich beef gravy, and a dish of currant jelly.

BROILING.

Broiling- is the rapid cooking of any kind of animal foi

on a gridiron, which should have small bars and be k(

thoroughly clean. Let it be heated on the fire for a i

minutes before placing the meat on it. If the bars, when war
be rubbed with a piece of brown paper, the meat will

prevented from sticking to them. The operation of broili
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requires a clear strong fire, with no smoke. In almost all

cases the meat ought to be frequently turned, which may be
best done by a pair of small tongs ; a fork should on no account

be used in turning, for it breaks the skin of the meat, and
allows the gravy to run out. Broiling is applicable only to

meat which is to be eaten immediately on being cooked.

To Bkoil Beef-Steak.

A beef-steak is the most suitable of all kinds of meat for

broiling, and is a dish universally relished. There are several

parts of beef used for steaks, but in every case it should not

be too newly killed. The best steak is that cut from the rump,
because it is the most juicy and well flavoured. Steaks should

be cut in slices of from three quarters of an inch to an inch

in thickness, and into pieces of a convenient size for turning.

Some persons dust the steaks with pepper before putting them
to the fire, by which means the flavour of the pepper is infused

through the mass. When placed on the gridiron, turn them
v6ry frequently. It is impossible to state any exact time to be
employed in cooking a steak, for much depends on the tender-

ness and thickness of the meat, and the strength of the fire.

The taste of the individual who is to eat the steak must also

regulate the length of time; because, while some prefer steaks

in a half raw state, others wish them to be well done. Beef-
steaks should be carried to table immediately on being dressed,

and eaten forthwith, in order to be in perfection. Every
moment they stand, they lose a portion of their flavour and
juice. When sauce is required, either mushroom or oyster

sauce may be used,

To Broil Mutton Chop.

Mutton chops should be cut from the middle of the hind
loin, and about the same thickness as steaks. They are broiled

in the same manner as steaks, and require equal attention.

No butter is to be used on dishing, as the chop is sufficiently

fat of itself. Sprinkle a little salt on it, and carry to the table

immediately. Mushroom sauce may be used.

To Broil Fowls and Pigeons.

Clean and prepare them as for roasting then split them
down the back, laying them quite flat. Dust with pepper.
They should be broiled more slowly than steaks or chops,
being thicker, and requiring to be more thoroughly dressed.
Rub occasionally with a little butter, to prevent the skin from
cracking. In no case should the skin be taken off before
broiling. On dishing, sprinkle v/ith salt.
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Various sauces are used—parsley and buttbr, melted butter,

beef gravy, or mushroom sauce.

FRYING.
Frying is as expeditious a mode of cooking as broiling, and

is more thrifty. It is a ready way of dressing in a savoury
manner any odd pieces of uncooked or cold meat, thereby
saving that which might otherwise have been thrown away as

useless. A skilful housewife, with the aid of a frying-pan and
some unexpensive vegetables, such as onions and potatoes,

along with a slight seasoning, will make a small portion of

meat dine a large family.

A frying-pan should be of malleable iron, and always kept
clean by being washed with boiling water. Before using, a
small piece of dripping, butter, or lard must be put into it

and melted to prevent the meat from adhering. In frying all

meats, excepting those which are sufficiently fat in themselves,

it is necessary to use some kind of grease or fat. The best

fat for this purpose is lard, which is more economical, and less

likely to burn than butter. When lard is not employed, the

best substitute for it is dripping.
|

To Fey Beef-Steaks.
j

Cut the steaks as for broiling, and, on being put into thej

pan, shift and turn them frequently. Let thera be done brown
all over, and placed in a hot dish when finished. Gravy may (

be made by pouring a little hot water into the pan after thej

steaks are out, and the fat poured away, with a little salt,

pepper, ketchup, and flour. The gravy so formed is to bel

poured into the dish with the steaks. Serve to the table

immediately. If onions be used cut them into thin slices, and

fry them till they are soft. They should be fried after the

steaks, and merely with part of the fat in which the beef has

been fried.

To Fry Mutton Chops.

Cut in the same manner as for broiling, and dress according

to the preceding directions for steaks. None of the grease which

flows from the chops is to be used along with them, and the

whole must be poured away before preparing the gravy.

To Fry Yeal Cutlets.

Veal cutlets form a deUcate dish, and should be fried with

butter. The best cutlets are from the fillet, because they are

free from bone ; the back ribs or loin may be used, but the bom
must be cut away, which causes a waste. Cut them half ai
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inch in tliickness. They require to be dressed slowly and
thoroughly, and should be of a light brown tinge when
finished.

Another and more tasteful way of dressing cutlets, is first

to dip them in a beat egg and then strew them with crumbs
of bread, and parsley chopped very fine, along with pepper

and salt, after which put them into the pan. They will require

more lard or dripping this way than when fried plain.

Gravy may be made for cutlets the same as for fried steaks,

but add a little juice of lemon, and skim the gravy before

pouring it over the cutlets.

To Fry Pork Chops.

Pork chops should be cut rather thin, and be thoroughly

dressed. They may be either simply fried in the same manner
as chops, or fried after being dipped in egg, and sprinkled

with crumbs of bread, and sage and onions finely chopped.

No gravy is expected with pork chops. If any sauce be used
it must be apple sauce.

To Fry Beef oii Pork Sausages.

All sausages are fried aliko, and require to be dressed very
slowly. Before being put into the pan they should be pricked
in several places with a fine fork, to prevent their bursting by
the expansion of the air within.

To Fry Bacon or Ham and Eggs.

The bacon should be cut in slices not more than a quarter of
an inch in thickness. The bestbacon is thatwhich is alternately

streaked with fat and lean. No butter or dripping is required
in the pan in frying bacon, which does not need much dressing,

and is soon prepared. When done, take the slices from the
pan and place them in a hot dish before the fire. Have the
number of eggs required previously broken, each in a separate
cup and place them gently in the pan, so as to preserve them
in a round flat shape. Let them remain in the pan till the
white is set, and take them out carefully with a slice, and
place them on the bacon. The tasteful appearance of this
dish is spoiled if the eggs be either broken or ragged, which
is very apt to be the case if they are not previously put into
cups.

BOILING.
Boiling is the preparation of meat in water, and it is neces-

sary that the vessel employed be large enough to allow the
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meat perfect freedom. la boiling meat, there is less wsisU

than in roasting
;
and, in some cases, soup may he made b

the liquor. All meat, poultry excepted, should be put int(

cold water, and not boiled too fast. In every case, let can
be taken to remove the scum from the top of the v^ater, jus

before it boils ; this keeps both the meat and the water cleai

and agreeable in appearance. As the water decreases fron

evaporation, replenish with hot or boiling water, so as to kee]

the meat always covered. It is usual to allow a quarter 'o

an hour for every pound of the meat in boiling, reckonin,

from the time the water begins to boil ; but this is a rul

which will of course be departed from according as the mea
is required to be over or under done. In some cases, sloi

simmering is the most advantageous mode of dressing, an
it is always better to boil slowly than quickly. Rapid boilin

hardens the meat. Fresh meat requires longer boiling tha
that which has lain for a few days. Good meat swells in boiling

whatever may be the loss of weight.

All parts of mutton and lamb may be roasted, but it i

generally only the leg, neck, and head, that are boiled.

To Boil a Salted Round of Beef.

If large, cut out the bone, rolf it up firmly, and bind it wit

a tape ; then put it into the pot, and keep the lid close. Bo
it slowly and equally, allowing, as above-mentioned, a quart(

of an hour for each pound of the beef.

The appropriate garnishing for this and other pieces (

boiled salt beef, is carrot and small greens ; some add turnip

Put a little of the liquor in which it has been boiled in th

dish.

To Boil a Leg of Mutton.

A leg of mutton should be kept four or five days befbi

boiling. Before putting it into the pot, bend round tl

shank, cutting the tendon at the joint if necessary, so as i

shorten the leg. Two hours of slow equal boiling will l

sufficient for a good-sized leg of mutton. Some persons, t

make the leg look white and tasteful, wrap it tightly in

cloth in boiling; but this spoils the liquor for broth. It :

not safe to boil vegetables with a leg of mutton, as they

apt to flavour the meat. Dish the leg with a little of tl

liquor, placing the lower side uppermost, conveniently f(

carving. A good leg of mutton will soon yield sufficiei

gravy.

The sauce used is finely chopped capers in melted butte

Turnips mashed or whole form the appropriate vegetable il

be eaten with this dish.
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To Boil a Leg of Lamb.

A leg of lamb, when well boiled, is a delicate and excellent

dish. It requires about an hour and a-half. When white-

ness is desirable, it is wrapt in cloth, the same as mutton.

When dished, garnish with the loin cut into chops, and fried,

to lay round it. The sauce used is plain melted butter, or

parsley and butter.

To Boil a Turkey.

Boiled turkey is one of the most delicate and excellent

dishes which can be brought to table, and should be dressed

with as much care as possible. Clean the turkey from all

feathers, and singe the hair with burning paper, being careful

not to blacken the sldn. Clean it well inside by drawing and
wiping. Cut off the legs at the first joints, and draw out the

sinews ; then pull down the skin and push the legs inside.

Cut off the head close to the body, leaving the skin long, and
draw out the craw. Make a stuffing of chopped snet, crumbs
of bread, chopped parsley, pepper, salt, and a little nutmeg,
which wet with an egg and milk. Put this stuffing into the

breast, leaving room for the stuffing to swell ; after which
draw the skin of the breast over the opening, and sew it

neatly across the back
;
by which means, when the turkey is

brought to table with its breast uppermost, no sewing will be
seen. Place the liver in one wing, and the gizzard in the
other, turning the wings on the back, and fixing them to

the sides with a skewer. The turkey being noAV ready for the
pot, put it into a cloth and boil it for a length of time accord-
ing to the size and age. A small young turkey will not re-

quire more than an hour and a-half ; an old and larger one
perhaps two and a-half or three hours. When done, and
placed in a hot dish, pour a little sauce over the breast, and
put the remainder in a sauce tureen. The sauce used is

various, as parsley and butter, celery, or oyster sauce. One
. of the most delicate and agreeable sauces is that which is

made of melted butter, boiled maccaroni, and milk.

To Boil a Fowl.

A fowl is to be prepared for boiling in the same manner as

a turkey, except that no stuffing is used. It may be boiled
with or without a cloth. Small fowls will require from half
an hour to three quarters of an hour

;
large fowls will require

from an hour to an hour ^nd a-half. Sauce, parsley and
butter.
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To Boil a Ham.

If the ham has been cured long, it may require soaking in

cold water to soften it, from twelve to twenty-four hours be-

fore dressing. Put it in a large boiling vessel, with plenty of
cold water, and let it simmer slowly from two to four hours,

according to the size. Skim it frequently, to remove the

grease which is constantly rising to the top. When done,

skin it, and strew bread raspings over the upper side ; then
place it before the fire to dry and brown. Garnish with greens
or cabbage.

To Boil Leg of Pork.

Pork requires to be particularly well boiled. Place in the

pot with the skin side uppermost, with a plate below it, for

pork is very apt to stick to the bottom of the pot. Pease pud-
ding is generally served separately with this dish.

To Boil a Tongue.

If hard, soak the tongue in water all night before using.

Boil it from two hours and a-half to three hours. Skin it

before dishing. Garnish with greens or cabbage.

To Boil Tkipe.

When tripe is purchased in a raw state, it requires to be
boiled a very long time, to be thoroughly soft and tender. In
all cases boil, or rather simmer it very slowly, for quick boil-

ing hardens it. It should be cut into moderately sized pieces

for helping at table. When to be served plain, carry to table-

in a hash dish, in some of the water with which it has been
boiled, with boiled onions in it. A tasteful way of serving, is

to take it from its liquor after boiling, and stew it for about
ten minutes in a saucepan with milk, which thicken with a
little arrowroot, or flour and butter, and season with pepper
and salt. This makes a delicious and cheap dish.

To Boil Cow-heel.

Cow-heel should be boiled for five or six hours, or till the

bones will slip out. Serve with a sauce of chopped parsley

and butter.

To Boil a Sheep's Head.

Procure a good sheep's head, singe it with a hot iron, so as

to free it completely from every particle of wool. This pro-

cess is always performed by a blacksmith, or some other per-
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son who makes a business of singeing heads. Tlie horns

should have been previously sawed off by the butcher. When
singed and ready for the cook, soak the head for some time in

warm water, and then scrape it till it is perfectly clean, and.

as nearly white as possible. The head must now be split, and
the brains removed. Take out the eyes, and scrape and clean

out the nose ; after which wash the head again, and let it lie

in warm water for a short time. The trotters are generally

got along with the head, and subjected to a similar treatment,

as regards singeing, cleaning, and washing. The head and
trotters being now ready for the pot, put them in with a suf-

ficiency of water, and let them boil till the skin is soft and
tender, which may be in three hours. When ready, serve

with the trotters round the dish, and garnish with boiled car-

rot and turnip. Some persons serve with parsley and butter.

STEWS, HASHES, &c.

Stewing is the preparing of meat by simmering or slow
boiling, all the liquor being used along with the meat at table.

This is a much more savoury mode of cookery than boiling,

because the substance of the meat is partly in the liquor, and
is seasoned to have a high relish or flavour. Much more can
be made of meat by stewing, than by roasting, broiling, or fry-

ing, because nothing is lost in the process of dressing. Meat
may be dressed in this way for a person whose time of dining

is uncertain. A stewed steak, for instance, will keep warm
and in good condition for an hour, but a broiled or fried steak

cannot keep a minute after dressing.

To Stew a Piece of Beef,

Take a piece of beef—the brisket or rump, or any other

piece that will become tender. Put a little butter in the
bottom of the stew-pan, and then putting in the meat, par-

tially fry or brown it all over. Then take it out, and lay two
or three skewers in the bottom of the pan ; after which replace

the meat, vdiich will be prevented from sticking to the pan by
means of the skewers. Next, put in as much water as will

half cover the meat. Stew it slowly, with the pan closely

covered, till done, with a fev/ onions, if required. Two hours
are considered enough for a piece of six or eight pounds.
When ready, take out the meat, and thicken the gravy with
a little butter and flour. Cut down into handsom.e shapes a
boiled carrot and turnip, and add them to the liquor ; season
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v/itli pepper, salt, and a little ketchup. Boil all together for

a few minutes, and serve in a hash dish.

To Stew a Shoulder of Mutton.

Take a shoulder of mutton, and cut out the blade bone
without injuring the form of the meat. Make a stuffing of

crumbs of bread, chopped suet and parsley, a little green or

dried sweet herbs, chopped onion, and pepper and salt, mois-

tened with egg and milk. Lay this stuffing in the place from
which the bone was cut out ; then roll it up, and skewer or

bind it firmly with tape. Rub the bottom of a stew-pan with

suet or butter, and brown the mutton. Then lay two skewers

in the bottom of the pan; add a little stock or boiling water,

and let it stew for an hour and a-half ; the gravy drawn from
itself will be sufficiently rich for sauce, seasoned with pepper

and salt. Skim it before serving, to remove the fat.

To Stew Beef Steaks.

Cut the beef in slices rather thinner than for broiling or

frying. Put them in a stew-pan, with water sufficient to make
gravy. Add grated carrot, turnip cut in small squares, and
pepper and salt. Stew for an hour, or till tender. Skim if

necessary. When done, thicken the gravy with a little arrow-
root or flour, and flavour with ketchup. Some persons add
a little maccaroni or vermicelli, which requires from ten to

twenty minutes' boiling along with the stew.

To Stew Mutton Chops.

These are stewed in the same manner as beef steaks, but
require to be trimmed of the superfluous fat, and more care-

fully skimmed. This is called harricot of mutton^ when the

chops have been previously browned. The same directions will

serve for stewing slices or pieces of any other kind of meat.

To Stew Yeal.

The best parts of veal for stewing are the fillet, the breast,

and the shoulder. The shoulder should be stuffed when the

knuckle is cut out, which must be done neatly, without dis-

figuring the meat ; the stuffing should consist of bread crumbs,
minced suet, chopped parsley, grated lemon peel, white pep^
per and salt, moistened with egg and milk. Rub the bottom
of a large stew-pan with butter, lay in the veal, and brown it

on both sides. When sufficiently brown, put in a pint of cold

water, and stew it slowly for two hours, or, if large, two hours
and a-half. Before it is to be dished, draw off' the gravy, and
if not thick enough, brown a little butter, and dust in a little
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flour
;
put it amongst the gravy, and season with Cayenne,

salt, and the squeeze of a lemon. Skim the sauce, and pour
it over the meat before dishing.

To Stew Pigeons.

Pick and wash the pigeons well, trussing them as fowls for

boiling. Put a piece of butter and some pepper inside ; dust

them with flour, and brown them in a covered stew-pan with
a good piece of butter

;
put in a little flour ; add some gravy

or hot water. Season them highly, and let them stew slowly

for twenty minutes or half an-hour. Before dishing, add half

a glass of port wine, if the flavour be approved.

To Stew Eaijbits.

Wash the rabbits well ; cut them in pieces, and put them
in to scald for a few minutes. Melt a piece of butter, in which
fry or brown the rabbits for a short time. When slightly

browned, dust in some flour ; then add as much gravy or hot
water as will make sufficient sauce. Put in onions, ketchup,
pepper and salt, according to taste. Stew for an hoar slowly.

When required, flavour the gravy with a small quantity of
curry powder.

To Make Irish Stew.

Take a piece of loin or back ribs of mutton, and cut it into

chops. Put it in a stew-pan with pared raw potatoes, sliced

.
onions, pepper, salt, and a little water. Put this on to stew
slowly for an hour, covered very close ; and shake it occasion-

ally, to prevent it from sticking to the bottom.

To Hash Cold Beef or Mutton.

Cold roast beef, or cold roast or boiled mutton, may be
dressed as a hash in the following manner. Cut the meat
from the bones into small pieces, and lay them aside. Theu
put the bones in a stew-pan, with a little water and sliced

onion. After stewing for a short time, take out the bones
and put in the meat. When the meat is perfectly hot, thicken
with a little flour and butter, and season with pepper and salt,

and a little ketchup. Dish the hash, and stick small triangu-

lp.r pieces of dry toasted bread round the inner edge of the
''aish.

. To Make Potted Head.

This is a dish to be eaten cold as a jelly. Take the half of
a bullock's head and clean it ; soak it in warm water, with a
cow-heel, for two or three hours. Then boil it with the heel
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till tender. When done, cut them in small pieces, and la}

them aside
; after which, strain the liquor in which they have

been boiled, and let it stand till it is cold, so that the fat ma}
be easily skimmed. Put the whole into a saucepan, and boi
for half an hour, and season with pepper and salt according
to taste. Pour it into basins, or tin or earthenware shapes
which put to stand in a cool place. When quite cold, ill

forms a jelly, and is ready for being turned out on a dish foii

use. If it do not come out easily, dip the basin or shape ir

hot water, and the heat will immediately loosen it. Garnisl!

with sprigs of fresh parsley.
'

Minced Collops.

Take a pound of good juicy beef, and a proportionate quan
tity of suet. Mince the whole very fine, as if for sausages
taking away any bits of gristle or skin. Melt a piece of buti

ter in a frying-pan, and then put in the collops. Stir theni

well, adding a little flour, a little hot water or gravy, anc

season with pepper and salt, and a little ketchup. Onion ma]
be chopped and put in along with the meat, if required. Tei
minutes will dress a pound, which will form a dish for four o:

five persons. Serve in a hash dish.

SOUPS AND BROTHS.
Soups are the substance of meat infused in water by boil

ing. There are many kinds, but they may be dividec

into two classes, namely hroivn and luhite. The basis of browi
soups is always beef, while the basis of white soups is gener
ally veal. Broths are preparations of soup, but more simpL
in their nature, and usually contain some kind of vegetable o

matter for thickening, as rice, barley, &c. Soups of ever
description should be made of sound fresh meat and soft water

It is a general rule to allow a quart of water for every poun(
of meat ; also to boil quickly at first, to make the scum rise

v/hich is assisted by adding a little salt ; and after skimming
to simxj?er gently.

To Make Brown or Gravy Soup. ^
Take a shin or piece of the rump of beef, and break it i

several places. Cut the beef from the bones ; take out par

of the marrow, and lay it on the bottom of the pot. If ther

be no marrow use butter. Then lay in the meat and bones t

brown. Turn the whole, when brov/ned, on one side, an

take care that it does not burn. When it is thorough!





Ir
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browned, add n, pint of cold water to draw the juice from tlie

meat, also a little salt ; and in a quarter of an hour after, fill

in the quantity of cold water which may be requisite. Now
add the vegetables, as for instance, two carrots, a turnip, and
three or four onions, all sliced ; also a stalk of celery, some
sweet herbs, with some whole black and Jamaica pepper.

Let the soup boil slowly for four hours, then take it off, and
let it stand a little to settle. Skim off the fat, and put it

through a hair sieve to clear it. The soup, if cleared, may
now be either served or set aside for after use. It should
have a clear bright look, with a brownish tinge. Frequently,
it is made the day before using, in order that it may be effec-

tually skimmed of fat, and heated again before serving. It is

sometimes served with toasted bread cut in small squares.

The meat which has made the soup may form an agreeable

stew, with vegetables, a little ketchup, and pepper and salt.

Brown soup forms what is called stock, that is, a foundation
for every other soup of the brown kind, also a gravy for stews
v/here richness is required. It likewise forms carrot soup by
adding carrots cut into small stripes or straws ; leek soup, by
adding leeks cut into short pieces, and boiling an hour ; and
so on with other vegetables.

Kidney Soup.

Make a stock, or brown soup, as above directed. Cut two
beefkidneys in slices ; wash them well, and stew them in water
or soup for an hour. Take out the kidneys and strain the
soup. Then return the kidneys to the soup, and add as much
stock or gravy soup as is required. Let the whole boil fdr a
few minutes, and serve in a tureen.

Pigeon Soup.

Make a stock as above directed. Add to this the livers and
gizzards of your pigeons, and boil for half an-hour. Then
truss the birds as for boiling, and season them inside with
pepper and salt ; dust them over with flour, and brown them
with a little butter in a frying-pan. Mix a little butter and
flour, and stir it into the soup to thicken it. Strain the soup,

and put the pigeons into it. Let the soup with the pigeons
boil v^y gently for half an-hour, skimming when required,

and serve in a tureen.

Ox-Tail Soup.

Make a stock as directed. Take two or three tails, and
separate them at the joints into pieces. Put the whole in the

soup, and boil till the meat is tender, but not till it comes
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from the bones. Add a little ketchup, and serve with the
pieces of tail in the soup.

Hare Soup.

Take a fresh hare, and, when skinned, wipe it well with a
cloth. Cut it open, and take out the entrails, taking great
care not to lose any of the blood. Then cut the body into

separate pieces, and put them in a pot with two or three
quarts of water, along with any blood that may have run out.

Put into the pot, also, two or three pounds of beef cut into

pieces, likewise a sliced carrot, turnip, and onion, a few sprigs

of thyme, a few Jamaica pepper-corns, and four table spoons-
ful of flour mixed with cold water. Keep stirring till it boil,

and let it boil for an hour and a-half. Then take the best

jDieces of the hare, which are the back and the upper joints of

the hind legs, and lay them aside. Let the soup boil for other

two hours. Then take out the remainder of the meat, and
cut it off the bones, and pound it in a mortar, or otherwise
mash it well. Put the meat thus pounded back into the

soup, and strain the whole through a hair sieve. Put the

soup so purified into the pot, along with the best pieces of the

hare which were laid aside, also two table spoonsful of

ketchup. Boil for half an-hour, adding pepper and salt, and
serve with the pieces of hare in the tureen.

Pease Soup.

This is an excellent soup, if well made, and one of the

cheapest dishes that can be put on the table. Take a good
marrow-bone, or the bones of cold roast beef ; a slice or shank
of ham may be added, if the flavour be liked. Break the

bones, and put them in the pot with four quarts of cold water.

According to the thickness and quantity required, take two
or three pounds of the best split pease, and put them among
the cold water and bones ; add to this two carrots, two tur-

nips, half a dozen small onions, a stalk of celery cut in pieces,,

a bunch of thyme, and some whole black and Jamaica pepper.

Let all this boil for two hours, stirring frequently, as the soup
is very apt to burn. When the peas are quite soft and broken
down, take the soup off, and put it through a sieve, iifto an-;;

other pot ; rub it well through until the pulp be mixed witli

the soup. Add salt melted amongst a little water, and boil

the soup again for a few minutes. When to be served cut a
a slice of toasted bread into small square pieces, and put i^i

the tureen with the soup.
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|i Mutton Broth.

"^Tfais is a broth of a mild nature, being intended chiefly for

ivalids. Take a scrag or thick end of a loin of mutton, and
ut it into a pot with cold water ; the proportion being a quart
f water to a pound of meat, which will allow for loss in boil-

ig. Turnip and onion may be added when not considered
ijurious. Let this boil slowly for three hours, and skim off

11 the fat before serving. The meat is supposed to be use-

JSS.

b Beef Tea.

^STake a pound of lean beef, cut in pieces, and put into a
lucepan with a quart of cold water. Place it on a slow fire,

ad skim it carefully as it heats. Let it simmer gently for

bout an hour, and before serving strain it through a hair

eve. Season with a little salt.

Another Method.
Take a pound of good lean juicy beef, and cut it into very
lin slices, which place in a basin. Then pour a pint and a

alf of boiling water on the meat, moving it frequently v/ith a

•rk or spoon, to cause the water to act upon all sides of the

eat, and so extract its juices. Let it remain in the water about
quarter of an hour, after which pour the water into a sauce-

in, and boil it for about ten minutes. Skim, and season with
It. This is the most delicate way of making beef tea.

Scotch Broth.

Broth is made of beef or mutton, but mutton is preferable,

id is generally employed. The best broth is made as fol-

ws :—Put into a pot three quarts of cold water, along with
cupful of pearl barley, and let it boil. As soon as it boils.

It in two pounds of the best part of the neck or back ribs

mutton. Allow it to boil gently for an hour, skimming
casionally, and watching to prevent boiling over. Then
Id one carrot grated, two small turnips cut in squares, a few
lall onions shred ; also two or three pieces of carrot and
rnip uncut. Instead of part of these vegetables, according
taste put in the half of a small cabbage chopped in moder-

jsly sized pieces, or if cabbage cannot be procured, a similar
i antity of greens. Leeks are also used instead of onions.

)il the whole for an hour longer, adding if necessary a small
. antity of hot water to compensate the loss in boiling. The
pth is now supposed to be done. Season with salt only,

I d serve in a tureen. The meat, which is not expected to

I
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be over-boiled, is served in a sepcirate dish, garnished with tli

uncut pieces of turnip and carrot. By this preparation bot

the broth and meat are used, so that a small quantity of mej
produces food for a large number.

HOTCH POTCH.

This is a dish only to be obtained, in perfection in sunime;

when green peas are in season. Boil two quarts of water, ar

put in three pounds of the back ribs of mutton or lamb, pa
ing off the fat if there be too much. Put in with the me,

two or three carrots cut into squares, and two grated, all

three or four sweet young turnips in squares, a cauliflower ai

a lettuce cat down, a fevv^ young onions shred, a little parslc;

and about a pint of sweet young peas. Boil this for an hoi

and a-half, then take out the meat and cut in chops, laying

i

aside. Add another pint of young peas, seasoning with pepp
and salt ; and when these peas are done, put in the chops.

'

a few minutes afterwards, serve up the whole in a tureen.

Potato Soup.

Take any bones of cold roast meat, or a marrow-bone, (

failing these, a piece of dripping, which put into a pot wi
cold water, according to the quantity requii-ed. Let it boii

short time ; then put in a quantity of potatoes well peeled

scraped, which had been previously soaked in boiling water
extract any disagreeable flavour from them. Add also one;

two onions cut in pieces, a little pepper and salt, and let

boil for half au-hour.
;

End or Part I.






